Sweeping the Nation!! Professionals everywhere agree—the most revolutionary improvement in irons in years, is the

NEW Top-Notch DYNAM-WEIGHT Blade

TWICE the power-hitting area with DYNAM-WEIGHT

A Conventional club power-hitting area
B New Dyna-Weight power-hitting area

In conventional irons the effective power-hitting area is confined to approximately one half of the blade. In the new Dyna-Weight blade the entire face is an effective power-hitting area—giving more power and more distance.

Make your own test

The Wilson DYNAM-WEIGHT blade is an entirely new achievement in scientific weight distribution. Don't confuse it with a mere design or fancy back. Its appearance comes from the way the weight is placed. The whole face of the blade is effective power-hitting area instead of only half the face.

This means more power and distance. More and longer on-line shots, fewer off-line shots. Prove this to yourself. Hit a dozen balls with the new DYNAM-WEIGHT. Make your own test. You'll agree that DYNA-BLADE is the nearest approach to the ideal, fool-proof iron that has ever been produced.

ALSO AVAILABLE in models for the better women golfers . . . and for lighter hitting men players.

IT'S Wilson
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